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EDITORIAL
Greetings to you all. This edition of e-motion arrives as we approach the Winter
Solstice; a time when we gather with loved ones in the darkness and seek
out the light to reassure us that we are not alone. Our capacity to co-create
community is ignited by the fires which warm us through these winter months.
Our community thrives within the dynamic connections between each one of us.
This time of economic and environmental instability offers us the opportunity to
dream of and create alternative realities based on our capacity to listen to the
differences between us and to find a way through together. As an association,
we need to be aware of this changing reality in employment opportunities
and in her ‘Letter from the Chair’ Shirley Mawer reassures us that our council
are ’looking into different registrations to facilitate the employment situation
for our members’. This is a vital step towards a healthy dialogue about how
we can support a new generation of DMPs as they set out in their careers and
breathe new life into our profession.
In ‘Reflections from the Field’ we announce the sad news of the death of Leah
Bartal, which arrived just before sending this edition to the publishers. The news
was hard to take in, particularly with the memory of Leah’s active participation
at the ADMP AGM and conference and other events so recently. The conference
in September this year was dedicated to the ecological Self and our awareness
to that part of us which connects to the on-going, dynamic, reality of being
part of a wider ecology. The keynote speech made reference to Robin Howard
of the Contemporary Dance Trust and Leah voiced her memories of having
worked with him many years ago at ‘The Place’, where the conference was
being held. The conference offered contributions from DMPs Caroline Frizell,
Helen Poyner and Sandra Reeve, as well as psychotherapists, Paul Maiteny and
Zita Cox. Also in ‘Reflections
Reflections from the Field’ you can find a record of this day,
including the keynote speech and reflections from the workshop facilitators.
The day was characteristically experiential by nature and as such included a
rich non-verbal element, but hopefully the writings and images offered here
in e-motion provide some sense of the conference.
We also have an article contributed by Rosalind Howell entitled ‘Caring
Enough to Think About the Training’ which offers us a chance to think about
how the principles of DMP can underpin an effective model of training for
the Care profession. The article is a testament to the skilful versatility of the
DMP practitioner, who can offer alternative perspectives to a range of working
contexts.
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As always, we have a thriving workshop and training section, offering
environmental movement and workshops to explore the ‘Movement of Colour’,
body mapping and creating your own work.
So I hope you enjoy this edition E-Motion in the darkness of the winter months.
Do remember that we are always delighted to receive contributions for
E-Motion, whether it’s an article, individual news, a poem or inspired thoughts.
Do also send memories and reflections of Leah Bartal to us here at e-motion,
to be included as part of a special tribute to the life of one of our very special
elders. Send to Tracey and Caroline at tracey.french_emotion@yahoo.co.uk
With good wishes,
Caroline Frizelll (Co-editor) on behalf of Tracey and the Emotion editorial
team.
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Letter from the Chair
Dear member,
Happy New Year, I hope you are keeping well despite the cold weather.
ADMP Council and I are continuing to work towards the development and recognition of our profession,
and are completely committed to continuing in this direction this year.
Following on from the AGM and the points that were raised then, we are continuing to dialogue with
our MPs and raise our profile in Parliament, in the journey towards State Regulation, regardless of
changes in the systems. However, we are also looking into different registrations to facilitate the
employment situation for our members. I will write more on this soon.
We are also looking into connections with other Dance Movement Psychotherapy Associations across
the globe, already we are members of the European Association for Dance Therapy and are hoping to
develop this further afield.
Wishing you a Happy and Prosperous 2012
Sincere regards
Shirley
Chair person for ADMP UK
admpchair@hotmail.com
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Reflections from the Field
Leah Bartal

Remembering Leah Bartal, who died at the beginning of December 2011. The news has been received
with great sadness. Leah’s lively presence was with us until the end. In September this year she attended
the recent AGM and conference and also took part in a dance performance called ‘The Heart of Health’
at the Chelsea and Westminster Hospital. We received this news just before the publication of this
edition of E-Motion and if members would like to submit memories and thoughts of Leah, then please
send them to Tracey and Caroline (at the E-Motion email, tracey.french_emotion@yahoo.co.uk)
In the meantime, you might like to look back on Leah’s imaginative contributions to e-motion,
including ‘Thresholds on My Path’ which Leah contributed as an honorary elder to Summer 2008
Special Edition.
In Leah’s own words:
‘As water can change its density, so the human body in movement can be
changeable: it can be soft, slow and weak, or it can hasten its flow,
becoming gradually stronger, faster and more vigorous until it is like a
stormy sea with huge waves flooding the shore; it can also become rigid
like ice or turn into vapour or even pure spirit.’ (p5).

Bartal, L. & N, N e’eman (1975). Movement Awareness and Creativity. London: Souvenir Press
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Association for Dance Movement
Psychotherapy Conference
10th September 2011

image ‘end of the day’ from Caroline’s keynote speech ADMP conference 2011

Introduction

The 2011 ADMP AGM and conference was held at The Place, London this year on September 10thand
was well attended by ADMP members, including students, newly qualified professionals and long
standing members of the profession. The event was meticulously and energetically organised by the
indefatigable Juliet Diener and her team, whose attention to every detail was (as always) exemplary.
The smooth running of the day was due to Juliet’s meticulous organisational skills which provided
participants with a clearly framed day, which was well planned and well resourced. Thank you Juliet
and your team, for all your hard work and commitment to making the day such a success. Some
important issues were raised at the AGM concerning the future of our profession and a number of
perspectives were articulated. After breaking for a delicious lunch, we gathered for the conference,
entitled ‘The Ecological Self’.
The Keynote speech was presented by Caroline Frizell and this was followed by an option of
participating in one of four workshops. These were ‘Moving towards an Ecological Body’ with
Sandra Reeve, ‘Moving Environments’ with Helen Poyner,‘The Dance of Ecology and Transpersonal
Ecopsychology’ with Paul Maiteny and ‘Environmental Constellations’ with Zita Cox.
This edition of E-Motion offers a record of the conference to remind participants of the experience
and to offer a glimpse of the day for those unable to attend. The experiential nature of the conference
might become a little lost in translation, but hopefully the words and images which follow will offer
some taste of that lived experience.
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Key Note Speech

Caroline Frizell

image ‘message in the sand’ Caroline Frizell 2011
Following our AGM this morning, I am here to open our conference dedicated to The Ecological
Self.
Welcome to this, the infamous two o’clock, siesta slot. Were we in a traditional Mediterranean setting,
we would be resting and allowing our bodies to digest and absorb a sumptuous shared lunch, which
we might have enjoyed whilst immersed in the loquacious company of friends and colleagues. My
intention is to engage you in an exploration of the ecological self, but should the ‘soft embalmer of
the still midnight’, shut your ‘gloom-pleas’d eye’s’ (Keats), then I suggest that you follow the soft
animal of your body into sleep, perchance to dream, curling as a cat into your chair. I assure you that
I will still be here when you awake and furthermore I will be most interested in your dreams, should
you wish to share them. So if you find yourself ‘enshaded in forgetfulness divine’, please surrender to
Keats poetic imagery and ‘Turn the key deftly in the oiled wards, And seal the hushed Casket of (your)
Soul’, for your dreams might hold the very secret of our future on this earth.
Within this room is a vast body of experience and this presentation is an offering from one of a number
of professionals who hold the subject of the ecological self close to the heart. There will be others for
whom the very name ‘ecological self’ holds a new intrigue, but who might find the ideas presented
today instinctively familiar, rather than consciously known. For the ecological self lingers in every
breath we take in ‘an ancient and elemental kinship between air and awareness, between the mind and
the wind’ (Abram 2010, pp273). It is awakened every time we allow our bodies to connect to those
stories, which root us in our life experience and in the landscape of our dreams.
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As we begin to share this time together, I invite you to shift your chairs to allow space to move, should
the opportunity and the desire arise and should you feel moved to do so.
It is the custom in many indigenous cultures to honour the place of gathering; to honour all that has
shaped that venue, which in this case is aptly named ‘The Place’. Let’s begin by attuning to this ‘The
Place’, by connecting to the ancestors who are here with us, in the immediate space of this studio.
Here linger the stories of the dancers who have moved and been moved since ‘The Contemporary
Ballet Trust’ was founded in 1969 by Robin Howard, who believed in dance as an effective agent
of change, for the individual and the collective; for the performer and the spectator. The stories of
children, adults, professionals, amateurs, teachers, choreographers, performers and more still linger in
the air, as they were expressed in the stretching, the turning, the jumping and the gliding; as they were
carried in the here-today-gone-tomorrow nature of dance. Dance is a spontaneous creation, transient
and impermanent; like life, it comes and it goes in the blink of an eye.

image ‘in the blink of an eye’ Caroline Frizell 2011
‘The Place’ has been a focal point for experimental dance and cutting edge choreography for over
four decades. On the façade of this Victorian building sit the heads of Mars, god of war and Minerva
the goddess of wisdom, their images offering pertinent symbolism for today’s conference. Today’s
conference is an opportunity for us to think about how we can engage with the creative process of
Dance Movement Psychotherapy as a craft with which enables us to make peace with ourselves, with
each other and with the earth. How can we reconcile the rivalling tension between Mars, god of war
and Minerva the goddess of wisdom, whose images sit in the very fabric of this building?
This building is situated in the vicinity of Euston and Kings Cross, which has a lively history. We
have seen the Eurostar moving into St Pancras station, connecting one culture to another, there’s the
relocation of the nearby British Library, a symbol of the literary, analytic mind within our culture
along with St Pancras Church, which is said to be one of the oldest Christian sites in Britain. So even
at a brief glance around, we find ourselves in the midst of international connections, a body of literary
culture and a centre of spirituality.
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It was here that Boudicca, also known as Boadicea, the warrior queen, allegedly led the Celtic tribe,
Icini, to fight her last battle against the Romans. Legend has it that Boudicca is buried beneath platforms
9 & 10 at Kings Cross station. And it so happens that these are the very platforms which straddle the
mythical platform 9 ¾, which is marked by a luggage trolley caught half way between two worlds, at
the place where Harry Potter boards the train for Hogwarts.
The trolley is caught in that transitional space between fantasy and reality in a modern day myth, which
emerges at a time when we are hungry for a new story with which to engage with the world at large.
And indeed, we are thinking today about engaging with the struggle to frame our task as practitioners
within a story which aligns us to the ecology enabling us to work with it, rather than in spite of it and
in it, rather than regardless of, or against it.
If we follow the ancestors back in time beneath the Roman roads, we become located in the natural
heath land and woodland that may have characterised this terrain. We can imagine the soil beneath
our feet, the surrounding trees and the wind in our hair, as we surrender to the cycles of nature in this
wild place, sharing a habitat with other creatures.
So in acknowledging and honouring the place we are in, we get a sense of a multi-dimensional world,
which is more than just a convenient meeting place in the concrete jungle of the Metropolis and is
characterised by the fluidity of time and space and of matter and spirit. It matters where we are and
where we meet.
As our imagination meets with this ‘The Place’, we discover those liminal spaces between my ecology
and your ecology and between one world and another. We begin to sense how we are embedded in a
wider ecology. So let’s take a moment to allow this place to resonate within our embodied awareness.
I invite you to join me in asking the ghosts of past experience for a dance, to bring us into relationship
with ‘The Place’ and to support us in settling into our time together.

image ‘wild dancer’ Caroline Frizell 2011
A Sense of Place:
The ecological self is that part of us which connects to a dynamic, changing reality. Our sense of place
emerges as we consciously engage with a moment in time and a point in space and tune in to our
metaphysical awareness. We begin to feel connected to a wider matrix of experience as an intentionally
focused presence roots us in community and in relationship with the world. We become grounded in
an existential reality.
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In the book ‘Body and Earth’, Andrea Olsen (2002) describes place as the part or parts of the earth that
we know through our bodies. Our lives are shaped through our interaction with specific landscapes and
environments and this contributes to our movement patterns, our perceptual habits and our attitudes.
In exploring the ecological self we are concerned with that process of being shaped by our ecology
and within that process, of shaping a relationship with the living world around us.
Gifts:
You have been invited to bring to this conference something precious from the natural world.
Let’s now turn to those gifts. I invite you to spend a few moments with your neighbour, reflecting on
the following questions;
² What do you know about your offering?
² Where has it come from?
² Where does it belong?
² How did you find each other?
² What is your relationship with it?
² Who or what owns it?
² What will happen to it when you leave here?
I wonder how your relationship to that precious ‘thing’ is characterised and how, and if, it connects
you to your relationship with place within the other-than-human-world.
Finding Balance:
The dynamic between the human race and the other than human world is complex. We have come to
define ourselves as separate, autonomous beings and the world around us has become a collection of
‘things’, some useful to us, some not; we claim possession of those ‘things’ and discard them when
they become redundant. We have been living as if the earth were a bottomless pit of resources, drilling
holes and taking what we please, when we please, as if it were merely a convenient commodity. This
dynamic is brought to our attention with dramatic events, like last year’s Gulf oil spill, which killed
11 men in the explosion and caused far reaching environmental devastation. I watched in horror the
images of oil gushing into the sea, as dead and injured wildlife appeared on the television in my sitting
room.
Such events expose our asymmetrical relationship with the non-human world, in which our own needs
are paramount. We create a world in which we strive for independence, status, wealth, recognition and
personal gain. We strive for power over, rather than power with others. As therapists we can witness
the confused dance of emptiness and despair, seemingly in the face of apparent plentifulness.
What we have achieved as a human race is truly remarkable, but we also witness the destruction of the
planet at our hands, as whole eco-systems are thrown out of balance. The current climate is changing
rapidly, faster than it ever has before. Winters are warming at nearly twice the rate of summers. Spring
e-motion Vol. XXI
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is arriving very slightly earlier each decade, and autumn a little later. The effects of climate change
can cause small phonological changes, which can trigger whole chains of events in the ecosystem,
which may be more devastating than is immediately obvious. Due to the complex interdependence
of species, one small change in the life cycle of a given organism can have far reaching implications
on the ecosystem.

image ‘on the edge’ Caroline Frizell 2011
There is enormous concern and anxiety about environmental issues as we find the balance of the very
web of life disturbed irrevocably. Our conference today is part of a wider movement to address the
pressing issue of climate change and its relationship to psychological well-being. The earth is our home,
yet like the teenagers having a house party, we are complicit in trashing that home. As environmental
conditions become increasingly unstable and unpredictable, we can find ourselves traumatised, both
individually and collectively, by the impact of natural disasters and the vast scale of the environmental
damage we see, or choose not to see, around us. We can respond with anger, with sadness, with a
compulsion to act or with paralysis, or else we can deny that the wider ecological implications have
any relevance to our lives and to our work. How do we make sense of what is happening around
us? How does this changing world impact on both the individual and the collective psyche? Is this
relevant to us as DMPs engaged in dance as a healing Art and the symbolic, embodied nature of the
human experience?
Physician Heal Thyself:
This sense of the significance of the wider matrix of the ecology can emanate from a whole range of
experience which might impact on us at core level.
I stumbled upon the word ‘Ecopsychology’, recognizing the concept immediately, as it framed a
way of working with the spirit of inclusive community. My interest in inclusive practice was initially
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inspired by my confrontation of both acute mental illness and significant learning difficulties within
the immediate family. These lived experiences taught me of the difficulties that we have in accepting
and identifying with otherness as I witnessed first hand our propensity to separate and segregate
those with significant differences. The irony is that by making those who are significantly different
‘special’ in their needs, we perhaps seek to preserve our own special-ness as humans, which becomes
threatened by imperfection, powerlessness and vulnerability. We can project our unwanted bits into
the shadow of those who hold the ‘special needs’ and protect our notion of a superior human species.
I began to see how some individuals become excluded from mainstream, community experience in
ways which are both implicit and explicit. I learned how our fear of difference is deep rooted, as is
our fear of wildness. I embarked upon a personal quest to uncover my own relationship to difference,
enquiring into the nature of the power relations between self and other in the knowledge that central
to the journey is my own healing. Physician heal thyself!

image ‘deep in thought’ Caroline Frizell 2011
Inclusive practice recognizes all life as a gift, honouring and valuing the presence and the diversity
of all beings. Similarly, an ecopsychological perspective challenges the power relations between the
human and non-human elements of the wider ecology. It offers a radical framework within which to
perceive the therapeutic encounter, as the self becomes defined within an ecological matrix as a dynamic
and mutually dependent organism, rather than as a separate, self sufficient entity.
Environmental awareness has been seeping into mainstream consciousness for a while now. ‘Eco’
has become the must-have prefix as environmental concerns come to the forefront of our thinking. At
the same time, in the therapy world, we have seen a growing interest in the body and its capacity to
communicate and express experience. As Dance Therapists, we are well aware that we are physical
organisms ‘..materially embedded in the same rain-drenched field that the rocks and the ravens inhabit…’
(Abram 2010, pp.72). In the words of eco-philosopher Arne Naess, (1995) ‘..we may be said to be in,
and of, Nature from the very beginning.’ ( p.226). It is the body which serves to connect us to the wider
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rhythms and cycles of nature’s ecology. We are sensing, intuitive, feeling, thinking organisms and as
such we have the capacity to imagine new ways of relating to each other and the wider ecology.
Through our capacity to dream we can summon the wild self and re-imagine our reality. We have the
potential to engage in co-creating a new relationship with the world through the imagination. The
thinking mind can serve us well, but can also serve as a defense which obscures the richness of our
waking dreams.
I now invite you to sink from the thinking mind into the dream-world of the body as we share a story
together. ‘Turn the key deftly in the oiled wards and seal the hushed Casket of (your) Soul’ (Keats) as
you to suspend reality and enjoy a story entitled:
Tortoise’s Dream:
‘Tortoise’s Dream’ comes from the Bantu people of Africa. When my own children were small, they
repeatedly asked for this story, as it is retold by Joanna Traughton, in a picture book which we stumbled
across by chance (as happens with many good things in life) in the local library. I urge you to listen
with all your senses, as I know DMPs can so well do. So please suspend your rational adult self and
to engage your imagination and playfulness in the free-fall flow of child-like wonder.
Tortoise had a dream. She dreamt of a tree, in a secret place and from its branches grew all the
fruits of the earth; bananas, dates, coconuts, melons, millet, yams, cassava, maize, pineapples and
oranges.
Tortoise told the animals about the tree of her dream but Lion laughed, ‘It’s only a dream’ he
said.
‘No, it’s real’ said Tortoise, ‘I will go to grandmother Koko. She’ll know where it grows.
‘You’re too slow and steady’ said Lion. ‘I will go myself.’ Lion went to Grandmother Kokoand
told her about tortoises’ dream. ‘I have heard of this tree’ said Grandmother Koko. ‘ its name is
Omumbo-rombonga, if you want the fruit to fall you must call out its name.’
‘How shall I find the tree?’ asked Lion.
‘If you remember the name you will find the tree. If you remember the name the fruit will fall.’ Said
Grandmother Koko. ‘But don’t look round or the name will go out of your head.’
Lion was fierce and bold. He wouldn’t forget the name. ‘Omumbo-rombonga’ he murmured. But
on his way back he looked round. THUD! He tripped over an ant hill and the name went out of
his head.
Next went Elephant. ‘Mind the anthill’ said Lion. ‘The name of the tree is Omumbo-rombonga’
said Grandmother Koko. ‘and don’t look round.’
Elephant was big and strong. He wouldn’t forget the name. ‘Omumbo-rombonga’ he said. He saw the
anthill, but then looked round..OUCH! He trod on a thorn and the name went out of his head.
Next went Hyena. ‘Mind the thorn’ said Elephant. ‘The name of the tree is Omumbo-rombonga’
said Grandmother Koko. ‘and don’t look round.’ Hyena was cunning and sly, she wouldn’t forget
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the name. ‘Omumbo-rombonga’. She saw the anthill and the thorn. But looked round; SPLASH!.
she fell into a pool of water. The name went out of her head.
Next went Ostrich. ‘Mind the Pool’ said Hyena. ‘The name of the tree is Omumbo-rombonga’ said
Grandmother Koko. ‘and don’t look round.’
Ostrich was fast and speedy, he wouldn’t forget the name. ‘Omumbo-rombonga’ he said. He saw
the ant hill, the thorn and the pool. But then he looked round; HISS! There was a snake at his feet
and the name went out of his head.
Next went Baboon. ‘Mind the snake’ said the Ostrich. ‘The name of the tree is Omumbo-rombonga’
said Grandmother Koko. ‘and don’t look round.’ Baboon was clever and wise. He wouldn’t forget
the name. ‘Omumbo-rombonga’ he said. He saw the ant hill, the thorn, the pool and the snake, but
then looked round. SWISH! He was caught in a creeper. The name went out of his head.
Next went Giraffe. ‘Mind the creeper.’ said Baboon. ‘The name of the tree is Omumbo-rombonga’
said Grandmother Koko. ‘and don’t look round.’ The giraffe was stately and proud. She wouldn’t
forget the name. ‘Omumbo-rombonga’ she said. She saw the anthill, thorn, pool, snake and creeper.
But then she looked round and slipped on a patch of mud. The name went out of her head.
‘Please let me go’ said Tortoise. The animals let him go. ‘Mind the Mud.’ Said Giraffe.
‘The name of the tree is Omumbo-rombonga’ said Grandmother Koko. ‘and don’t look round.’
Tortoise was slow and steady. She wouldn’t forget the name. ‘Omumbo-rombonga’ she said. She
saw the anthill, the thorn, the pool, the snake, the creeper and the mud. She didn’t look round
and so she saw the scorpion in her path. ‘lucky I didn’t look round,’ thought Tortoise. ‘Omumborombonga’ she said to herself.
‘Have you remembered the name?’ said the animals as they saw Tortoise coming slowly and steadily.
‘Look behind you.’ Said Tortoise and there was the Omumbo-rombonga tree. From its branches
grew bananas, dates, coconuts, melons millet, yams, cassava, maize, pineapples and oranges.
‘Omumbo-rombonga’ cried Tortoise. Down showered bananas, dates, melons millet, yams, cassavas,
maize, pineapples and oranges. After the animals had eaten, Tortoise said ‘Let everyone plant a
seed.’
The seeds grew. So now the animals have food of their own, grown from the fruits of the Omumborombonga tree.
This story touches that deep wild self within; that animal self which is guided by intuition and instinct.
The world ‘wild’ has many connotations, but rather than suggesting something out of control and
dangerous, our wild nature is our integrity and depth. In her book, ‘Women who run with the Wolves’
Clarissa Pinkola Estes (2008) defines our wild nature as our creative instinct, which resides in the
visceral body. She says of the ‘original Wild woman’ that she lives ‘beneath and yet on the top side
of the earth. She lives in and through us and we are surrounded by her.’ (p.30) Our wildness connects
us to the earth beneath our feet, the sky above our heads, the mountains and hills which rise and fall
around us and the vast oceans which connect us to other lands.
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As we DMPs well know, our culture has seen fit to split body and mind, the instinctive body representing
the lower, animal elements of human experience, as the thinking mind is privileged over the experiencing
body. This relegation of the role of the body denies the potency of immediate, sensate, wild experience,
elevating the status of the ‘civilised’ mind.
Yet, we are wild dancers at heart and like Tortoise, we have a capacity to dream. Tortoise is slow, steady
and patient. She senses the unfamiliar and has the tenacity to stay with the difficult. Tortoise has the
wisdom to wait and to endure the long journey over time; she is in touch with her soul and can see
beyond short-term gains and instant gratification. Slow and steadfast, she trusts her deeper knowledge,
which connects to her primitive, wild self, in the face of an ego-centric world which is speedy, clever
and quick thinking. A world in danger of losing touch with soul and spirit.
Clarissa Estes (2008) reminds us that ‘when the student is ready the teacher appears…….. the interior
teacher surfaces when the soul, not the ego, is ready.’ (p.142) and this process of allowing the deeper
layers of the soul to surface does not conform to logical or methodological analysis. Were we to pause
and to listen with all our senses, we might find that the knowledge we seek, is also seeking us. David
Abrams (2010) suggests that ‘mind’ lies within a greater consciousness outside the individual; ‘What if
mind is not ours, but is Earth’s’ Abram asks (p.123) and our individual sense of mind reflects something
of a greater entity beyond the individual.
Grandmother Koko is the one who knows and trusts this process. If you remember the name you will
find the tree. If you remember the name, the fruits will fall. Grandmother Koko thrives deep within
each one of us, residing in that liminal space between two worlds, between our human self and our
animal self; that liminal space which transcends the ego and connects us to this greater ecological
consciousness. It is a world between worlds, in which we come into relationship with the wild self.
There is much to distract our attention from the deeper layers of the wild self, as we are bombarded
by a mass media fixated on celebrities. It can be hard to find connections beneath the anaesthetising
distractions of a quick fix, solution focussed mind-set. We can get caught up in the pursuit of a tangible,
positivistic paradise, obscuring that every-day, earthly and often messy struggle that makes life rich.
We trip over the anthill, step on the thorn, fall in the pool, become startled by the snake, get caught up
in the creepers and slip on the mud.
As we explore our relationship with this ‘The Place’, we find that we have concreted over the surface
of the earth so that we can get on with our lives. At the same time we have perhaps concreted over our
instincts to protect ourselves from that wild self which runs with the wolves, resisting the seductive lure
of the technological world. And so we easily lose touch with our roots and the place in which we are
rooted. We forget the name of the things which are truly fulfilling and become distracted and seduced
by those the things which inflate the ego; to be strong, independent, clever, agile, rich, popular…the list
is endless. We seek power over, rather than power with, others and lose sight of our deeper needs.
The naming of our hopes and fears, brings that which can get lost to conscious awareness. Once we
can name a fear, its power over us is lessened. Fairy-tale character, Rumplestiltskin retained his power
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by withholding his name. Once he was known, he lost his power as predator. It is hard to establish a
relationship with the unknown and the un-named. Re-membering the deeper layers of the self makes
us real and whole, however, it is in the interests of a booming economy that we forget who we really
are and what it is we really need, otherwise, we would realise that the accumulation of wealth, goods
and status doesn’t fulfil our deeper needs.
If you remember the name, grandmother Koko tells the animals, you will find the tree. If you remember
the name, so the fruits will fall.
As therapists, we may be working with clients who are unable to see beyond their immediate distress
and our role is thus to hold that wider connection for them until they themselves are able to discover
their own unique place within the ecological matrix. If we consider the client in the room as part of
a wider system of life, we discover that part of their healing process is to recover their relationship
with the living world. Our psychic landscape and the wider landscape are intimately connected. The
Earth is a living process in which we participate and our individual actions will impact in some way
on the larger system. To become more whole as an individual, we need to come back into relationship
with the living world.
As Climate change hits the headlines, there is a growing realization of the need to find a new story by
which we can live in a way which serves both individual and collective wellbeing. In her small, but
powerful book ‘Hope in the Dark’, Rebecca Solnit (2005) notes that ‘inside the word emergency is
emerge, from an emergency new things come forth’ and although ‘The old certainties are crumbling
fast’ this also opens us to new possibilities as ‘ …danger and possibility are sisters.’ (p.16). As a species
we have an extraordinary capacity to re-imagine ourselves and to reinvent our relationship with the
world at large. An ecopsychological perspective recognises that the individual body and the wider
body of the world are intimately connected. Dance Movement Psychotherapy embraces the body as
a sacred site of our experience. Perhaps our task here today is to think about how Dance Therapy can
locate itself within the wider matrix of a world facing an environmental crisis.

image ‘terraine’ Caroline Frizell 2011
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To finish, let’s return to our sense of place, here in this studio in ‘The Place’; a hub of embodied
imaginings and creativity. I’d like to share with you a series of images to remind us that we are wild
dancers at heart and to remind us of the place that we, as DMPs, know so well; that place beneath the
concrete city and the technological miracles where the alert, perceptive mind meets the instinctive,
intuitive experiencing body.
References:
Abram, D. (2010) ‘Becoming Animal’ Pub: Pantheon Books, USA
Keats, John. SONNET TO SLEEP:
O soft embalmer of the still midnight,
Shutting, with careful fingers and benign,
Our gloom-pleas’d eyes, embower’d from the light,
Enshaded in forgetfulness divine:
O soothest Sleep! if so it please thee, close
In midst of this thine hymn my willing eyes,
Or wait the “Amen,” ere thy poppy throws
Around my bed its lulling charities.
Then save me, or the passed day will shine
Upon my pillow, breeding many woes,-Save me from curious Conscience, that still lords
Its strength for darkness, burrowing like a mole;
Turn the key deftly in the oiled wards,
And seal the hushed Casket of my Soul.
Naess, A, (1995) ‘Self-Realisation; An Ecological Approach to being in the World.’ in Sessions,G (ed)
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at the Nordoff Robbins Music Therapy Centre in North London. After 30 years of working in the
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includes community work with children and adults with learning difficulties, personal and professional
development programmes and a small private practice.
caroline@movingdifference.co.uk
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Imagining ourselves – as individuals and as a species – to be at the centre of things, and living
as if that were true, leads to a tendency to use and exploit others and our environment.
This workshop introduces four ecological movement dynamics and provides an opportunity to
explore one of them in our shared practice. These dynamics exist both in our movement and in
our surroundings. They can help us to become aware of our habits and to cultivate an embodied
attitude of ‘being among’.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
I have observed many ecological discourses urgently advocate a change of attitude and re-education
(Marston Bates, 1962; Laura Sewall, 1995; Brian Goodwin, 2002; Stephen Harding, 2001), but do not
reflect on how bodies, conditioned by an alienated view of themselves at the centre of the world, or
at the pinnacle of a hierarchy of usage, can be trained to reconnect with a corporeal, embodied sense
of themselves as part of the environment. This takes time, and, as we know, embodied time is slower
than cognitive time.
Corporeal, embodied change can take place by engaging with an ecological, psychophysical movement
practice. Such a practice trains individuals to become aware of how they move and, therefore, the
choices they are making in the ‘taskscape’ as they seek an ‘ecoherent’ way of life: that is, a way of
life which is coherent in speech, action and presence and which is also coherent with their cultural
and natural environments.
An embodied sense of self as an impermanent dynamic system is an intrinsic part of a complex and
shifting dance of multiple social, cultural and environmental systems.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
SR – Studio 4 – Moving towards an Ecological Body
The session began with throwing sticks and calling out each others names as a simple way of introducing
ourselves through movement. This was followed by a short warm up which continued to integrate
words, movement and objects and which invited participants to notice how they were moving in the
studio environment and eventually with each other.
Large sheets of paper were placed in four areas of the room, each area corresponding with a different
ecological movement dynamic and participants were then invited to move between the four areas and
to respond to each of the four dynamics through drawings, symbols or words. They were also invited to
notice any change in their thoughts, attitudes or felt sensations as they visited each area. The floor was
soon covered in a rich carpet of interwoven associations and marks, as the group created a pattern of
pathways, walking and pausing in the space. I invited each participant to close this session by walking
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over to the area that appealed to them the most and that became their small group for feedback at the
close of the whole session
I then took some time to introduce the concepts behind these four key movement dynamics, which
was a wonderful thing to be able to do with fellow dance movement (psycho)therapists - a luxury, as
it provoked some interesting comments and feedback. The dynamics we were looking at are: active
and passive, proportion in motion, transition/position and point, line and angle (some of my workshop
notes are included below).
Through a variety of movement scores, we continued to explore the dynamic of transition/position,
(which had already been occurring as participants moved between the four pieces of paper earlier):
transition/position or staying/ going, or arriving/being arrived on, or leaving /being left … Each score
stimulated a different movement vocabulary and a new layer of information for the participants.
Time flew by and we closed with a final circle and some feedback, positive, honest and moving to
hear. Thanks to all who came.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Workshop Notes SR – shared
All my work with movement, whether in performance, education or therapy, is engaged with developing
personal awareness, potential and choice and, therefore, with acts of transformation. I take a systemic
view of a human being as one part of a social and cultural situation, and ultimately as one part of an
environmental context. An ecological framework allows me to look at individuals-in-their-context, a
view which honours intrapersonal and interpersonal dynamics equally.
The key dynamics explored here today are both principles in my work and practical tools for developing
movement skills: active/passive, transition/position, proportion and point, line and angle - no separation
between theory and practice.
These qualities are present within ecological and perceptual systems, providing a common ground
between mover and the environment.
The whole organism moves, thus avoiding the body/mind polarity, and movement necessarily places
individuals in their environment: they move somewhere. Mutual influence exists between a movement
task and its environment, so that the movement which emerges is informed by both task and environment
and could not exist without both.
These movement dynamics stimulate a practice which gives awareness of how we do things rather
than focusing on the content of what we do.
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I introduce the four movement dynamics to participants as a way of stimulating awareness and
expression of their internal landscapes through non-stylised movement, without losing contact with
the external environment.
Benefits of Movement Dynamics
The movement dynamics revealed themselves as invaluable in several ways, for example:
•

they provide scores and tasks in movement training which can then be fulfilled by each person
in their own unique style of movement;

•

they create a bridge between the individual’s body in movement and the movement in the
environment

•

they offer common reference points in movement and communication that value difference;
for example, someone may situate their movement more in ‘staying’, but can appreciate the
other’s ‘itchy feet’ as difference, rather than, through a misunderstanding, feel either pushed
‘to go’ or left behind.

•

The movement dynamics are accessible cross-culturally, as a framework for movement dialogue,
but also illuminate different approaches to the same dynamics;

•

They stimulate a tangible way to be self-reflexive about intentions, actions and the effect of
those actions in the world through movement

•

Movement dynamics support the individual to learn to see movement from movement and
transience rather than from a static position – a dynamic is the ‘movement’ of movement
itself.

•

movement dynamics create a framework to challenge the mover’s own habits, thus
offering them more choices and variations in their actions/behaviour in any given
mode, as part of an expanding psychophysical pattern, indeed eco-psychophysical
pattern.

•

The dynamics are invaluable as a diagnostic tool

The Ecological Body
Non-stylised movement allows autobiographical associations held in the body to arise easefully as
part of a creative process. They can then be acknowledged and let go of, as part of a process of change
inherent in movement, rather than identified and held onto as a permanent condition.
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A sense of context seems to be a key to an awareness which is both self-reflexive and aware of present
circumstances. This is the threshold of awareness between my inner landscape and the external
landscape, as they mutually attract one another. It offers the space, literally, in terms of movement
practice, to become momentarily less attached to the experience of myself as central to the world,
and to engage in a relational perception of the life around me. This, in turn, with practice, can lead
to an action which is as appropriate to the context as it is to my personal needs, as I practise being
‘among’ and giving equal value to my own movement, to the movement in the environment and to
the movement of others I am with.
ADMP Workshop - September 10, 2011
Dr. Sandra Reeve teaches Move into Life® in public workshops and as a practitioner training. She is a
movement psychotherapist, supervisor and artist who lives in West Dorset. As an Honorary Fellow at
the University of Exeter, she lectures in Performance and Ecology and creates small-scale ecological
performances. Sandra has recently published Nine Ways of Seeing a Body, (Triarchy Press) introducing
her notion of an ecological body, and the article ‘Reading, Gardening and the Non-Self: Joged Amerta
and its emerging influence on ecological somatic practice’(Journal of Dance and Somatic Practices,
Vol 2:Issue 2) about the work of Suprapto Suryodarmo. www.moveintolife.com
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Movement Environments
A workshop by Helen Poynor
Unfortunately, for one reason or another, I wasn’t able to contact Helen in time for her to write her
reflections following the workshop she offered at the conference. This is a great shame as, by all
accounts, this workshop was an inspiring contribution to the day. Here follow some brief notes outlining
the focus of the workshop.
Helen offered a workshop which explored ways of maintaining our connection with ourselves, while
opening our awareness to include, and in time respond, to the moving landscape of the group:
‘When we move alongside others, even if we are absorbed in our own movement we are also part of a
larger movement environment as we are in life. In this session we will begin to explore.’
Helen Poynor is a Senior Registered Dance Movement Therapist and a Registered Somatic Movement
Therapist with ISMETA (1994). She has been working with individuals in private practice for many
years and with movement and personal process since the 1980’s. Helen runs the Walk of Life Workshop
and Training
Helen runs a programme in Non-stylised and Environmental Movement on the Jurassic Coast
World Heritage Site in East Devon/West Dorset. She trained originally in the Life/Art Process with
Anna Halprin, in Amerta Movement with Suprapto Suryodarmo, and in Bio-dynamic Psychology
at the Boyesen Centre. As a movement artist she specialises in environmental and autobiographical
performance. Publications include “Anna Halprin” co-authored with Libby Worth (Routledge 2004)
www.walkoflife.co.ukkshop

image from Caroline’s keynote speech ADMP conference 2011
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The Dance of Ecology and Transpersonal
Ecopsychology
Paul Maiteny
This was the title of the workshop I was invited to facilitate at the annual conference of the ADMP on
Sept 10th 2011 at The Place, Kings Cross, London.
My aim in the workshop was to communicate some ecological principles and foundations, the place
of the human species within it, and a sense of the basic moves in the ecological dance of life...
…..the dance of the one and the diverse
…..the dance of mutual dependence
…..the dance of the one yearning to know itself, emerging, evolving, manifesting, knowing itself
…..the dance of forgetting, denying and avoiding
…..the dance of bewilderment, confusion and pain in wonder at why ‘nothing works’ (Catweazle)
…..the dance of wonder, love, beauty, harmony and conscious Unity.

image ADMP conference 2011
After introducing ourselves, we spent some time alone, sitting, standing or moving, to contemplate
what ‘ecology’ means for us; why this workshop? Some participants emphasised concern for the
ecological destruction. Others were intrigued by mention of spirituality in connection with ecology.
Others were simply drawn to the workshop without knowing why. The meditation brought through
more feelings of loss, grief and sorrow – the shadow of ruptured connection - than the joy of integrity
and connection itself. This is not surprising given what we are knowingly doing to our planet, and the
extent to which have split ourselves off from Life.
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I do this work to share the marvel that ecology-spirituality has held for me all my life. It is a vibrant,
dynamic ever-moving web-dance on which all life necessarily depends. I’ve had a sense of its invisible
intertwining since childhood. Its become more and more meaningful to me throughout my life, both
personally and through knowing how life depends on its integrity.
Earth, water, air, fire - the physical foundations of life
All energy for life comes from the sun. Sunlight energy converts air (carbon dioxide - ‘carbo’) and
water (‘hydro’) into sugar-food (carbo-hydrate!), drawing up minerals from the earth too. Carbon is
the basic material that all plants are made of. Animals get their sunlight energy and material (ie food)
from eating plants and/or by eating other animals that have eaten plants. Less energy is passed on at
each level as plants and animals use it up in living. Life is the mystery that animates all this. Those
are the basics. That’s it! It’s finite.
It’s a pyramid of dependence:
Existence of
\___________/
society, economy,, culture
depends on…
\______________________/
living parts: human animals
depend on…
\__________________________________________/
living parts: non-human animals
depend on…
\__________________________________________________________/
living parts: plants (and detritivores)
depend on…
\___________________________________________________________________________/
non-living parts: sunlight, earth, rock, water, air, atmosphere...
Unity of Life as ecological diversity and dependence

To illustrate (with thanks to Sandra White for drawing my attention to this):
There is a cloud floating on this sheet of paper that you are holding in your hand.
Without a cloud, there will be no rain; without rain, the trees cannot grow; and without trees, we
cannot make paper.
The cloud is essential for the paper to exist.
If the cloud is not here, the sheet of paper cannot be here either; so the cloud and the paper inter-are.
If we look into this sheet of paper even more deeply, we can see the sunshine in it.
If the sunshine is not there, the forest cannot grow.
In fact, nothing can grow.
Even we cannot grow without sunshine.
And so, we know that the sunshine is also in this sheet of paper; the paper and the sunshine inter-are.
And if we continue to look, we can see the logger who cut the tree and brought it to the mill to be
transformed into paper.
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And we see the wheat. We know the logger cannot exist without his daily bread, and therefore the
wheat that became his bread is also in this sheet of paper.
And the logger’s father and mother are in it too.
Looking even more deeply, we can see we are in it too, because when we look at a sheet of paper, the
sheet of paper is part of our perception.
So everything is in this sheet of paper.
You cannot point out one thing that is not here - time, space, the Earth, the rain, the minerals in the
soil, the sunshine, the cloud, the river, the heat. Everything co-exists with this sheet of paper.
‘To be’ is ‘to inter-be’. You cannot just be by yourself, alone.
You have to inter-be with every other thing.
This sheet of paper is, because everything else is.
As thin as this sheet of paper is, it contains everything in the universe within it.
(Thich Nhat Hanh)

During the workshop, we experienced the living web of relationships with an activity involving a
ball of string to represent what depends on what for its existence – ie its food – all starting at the
sun. Disrupt a link in the chain and all animals and plants feel a tug on the string. All are affected.
That’s what actual existence depends on. But most of us live as if we believe the opposite is true: as
if every living thing depends on us. It’s how we imagine existence. Like this:

We live as if existence of...
\__________________/
“Plants, animals, ecosystem”
“depends on”…
\__________________________________/
“healthy” economic growth
“depends on”…
\_________________________________________________/
growth in material consumption & acquisition
(which is always consumption of plants, animals, environment)
Illusory & dysfunctional “ecology” of dis-integration

Of course, the condition of the ecosystem does depend on what we do to try and satisfy our appetites,
and the beliefs, priorities and choices that shape them.
Ecological reality is distorted by fossil fuels – oil, gas, coal – which are, of course, fossilised carbon,
fossilised plant matter, bottled up sunlight that we can burn to obtain more sunlight energy than would
otherwise be available to us. Without this extra sunlight energy, we will have to return to live within
natural ecological limits, like other animals. Of course, we really have to live within them anyway –
we can’t eat oil!
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But we have real blind spots. Even though we are trained to notice unconscious behaviour, we often
don’t see our unconscious behaviour that has ecological impacts. It’s as if it’s instinctive not to notice
it. We simply don’t think about, for example, whether to use a plastic cup or carrier bag; or about our
place within any of the invisible webs.
It becomes very subtle and culturally unconscious. Have you ever noticed how you choose white
plastic ‘cups’ for hot drinks and transparent plastic ‘glasses’ for cold drinks – even though in every
other respect they are identical? The white is unconsciously a ‘china cup’ in the imagination, whereas
the transparent is a ‘glass’ in the imagination.
All this means that it makes a real physical difference how much we consume.
We next turned in the workshop to exploring alternatives to a consuming approach to seeking satisfaction
and quelling anxiety. I’ve written elsewhere about the contextualising mode (see references). It’s
essentially about the transpersonal dimensions of the psyche, as pre-figured by psycho-spiritual
understandings of all religious traditions and sacred texts.
Many...traditions agree that the purpose of human life is to ‘help’ the Divine impulse to know itself
by becoming the Mirror in which it sees a reflection of, and comes to know, Itself. ‘God wished to
behold God’ (Halevi, 1979). Source therefore had to create out of Itself a being that had the capacity
to become conscious of Source, and of Unity; that could craft itself to become the vehicle through
which this could be expressed. As such, humans can come closer to bringing into realization the Divine
impulse on Earth through work at individual and collective levels. As the kabbalists put it, human
beings can ‘Return’ from The Fall. Created with the capacity for choice and responsibility, humans
have the choice to take up the Role of entering into a sort of partnership with God, or not to.
These are some of the examples we contemplated that point to the possible role of the human species
in the ecosystem:
Humanity and nature. Ecological necessity: Humans, humble in front of their Creator and recognising
Its goodness, regard nature with respect and come close to it without expecting gifts… Always, while
contemplating these wonders, humans sense their Creator who reminds them: ‘See how beautiful is My
work!… Be careful not to corrupt it…because if you corrupt it no one after you will be able to repair
it!’
Putting themselves in relation with all things, humans will then remember that in the deepest being of
all that exists is hidden the Divinity to which they themselves feel ‘connected’ and by which they are
conscious of being inhabited. They will feel that the Shekhinah, the Divine Presence, desires to dwell
in them…
The ‘deterioration’, the ‘breaking down of the Creation has been caused by humans, but its ‘restoration’
and ‘repair’ is led by the work of Humans... Conducted by humans, the Creation will ‘return’ to the
Source, and it will become possible to contemplate it in its transparency. The process of ‘restoration’
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and ‘repair’ of the world is – according to the Kabbalah – a process of...’clarification’, performed by
humans. When this ‘clarification’ has been realized, ‘the glory of God will be revealed and ‘the Kingdom
will be established’. Then a perfect unity will manifest: between soul and body...; between the ‘hidden’
and the ‘revealed’; between the ‘inward’ and the ‘external’; the illusory and the rational; the poetic and
the scientific; between the imaginary and the real.
Humans...will no longer ‘seek out endless artifices’ .(This is) the human vocation in this world.’”
From twentieth century Judaic spirituality: Safran, 1998 (my translation from Italian).

There is great diversity (different gifts), but always the same Source (Spirit).
Just as a human body, though it is made up of many parts, is a single unit because all these parts, though
many, make one body, so it is with (the bigger, collective Body)...
Nor is the body to be identified with any one of its many parts. If the foot were to say. ‘I am not a hand
and so I do not belong to the body’, would that mean that it stopped being part of the body? If the ear
were to say, ‘I am not an eye, and so I do not belong to the body’, would that mean it were not part of
the body? If your whole body was just one eye, how would you hear anything? If it was just one ear,
how would you smell anything?
...As it is, the parts are many but the body is one. The eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I do not need you’,
nor can the head say to the feet, ‘I do not need you’.
...If one part is hurt, all parts are hurt with it. If one part (enjoys) is given special honour, all parts enjoy
it.
Now you together are (one) Christ’s body; but each of you is a different part (member) of it.
From St Paul’s 2nd Letter to the Corinthians 12
The universe is becoming conscious of itself, able to understand something of its past history and its
possible future. This cosmic self-awareness is being realized in one tiny fragment of the universe - in
a few of us human beings…On this, our planet, it has never happened before...It is thus part of human
destiny to be the necessary agent of the cosmos in understanding more of itself, in bearing witness to
its wonder, beauty, and interest…For (humans) to fulfil (our) destiny, (we) must think of (our)self as in
partnership with the cosmos…
From Julian Huxley, originator of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature, first Director
General of UNESCO, New Bottles for New Wine. London: Collins. 1957.
“What we call “divine love” has two aspects: in one aspect it is the Desire of God [Source] for the
creature, the passionate [and yearning] Sigh of God in Its essence, yearning to manifest Itself in beings,
in order to be revealed for them and by them.
In its other aspect, divine love is the Desire of the creature for God [...]or, in actual fact, the Sigh of God
[...] Itself epiphanized [manifested, given form, expressed] in beings and yearning to return to Itself. In
reality the being who sighs with nostalgia is, at the same time, the being toward whom His/Her nostalgia
sighs although, in its concrete determination, [the being] differs from It.
They are not two [….] beings, but one being encountering itself (at once one and two, a bi-unity, something
that people tend to forget). One and the same ardent Desire is the cause of the Manifestation and the
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cause of the Return....To be a creature is to experience it only in its second aspect.... God...sighs towards
Itself, since It is the Source and Origin which yearned...for Its own anthropomorphosis [ie to take on
material, human form and so the possibility of being conscious of Itself].
Thus love exists eternally as an exchange...between God [...] and creature: ardent Desire, compassionate
nostalgia, and encounter exist eternally... Each of us [has the possibility of] understanding this...”
From Islamic spirituality (Sufism) of Ibn ‘Arabi (born 1165). Henri Corbin’s Creative Imagination in the
Sufism of Ibn Arabi]. 1969, p. 147 (later editions published as Alone with the Alone)

In the quote above, I have changed the pronoun referring to God to “It”. Square brackets are also my
additions.
“Every kingdom divided against itself will be laid waste and house will fall against house”.
From St Luke’s Gospel 11:14-23:
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Environmental Constellations
reflections on facilitating a workshop for the ADMP conference
Zita Cox
Whenever I remember back to the ADMP conference in September this year my body feels light and
a feeling of what I can only describe as delight comes over me, as a smile comes to my face.
I began the day by sitting under a London Plane tree in Russell Square to meditate, in brief preparation
for the Environmental Constellation workshop I was offering in the afternoon session. I had no idea
what to expect from The Dance and Movement Psychotherapy Conference and had a sense of curious
expectation.
I arrived as the AGM was ending and with a number of others assisted Caroline Frizell to rearrange the
chairs for her keynote talk. This was the first moment of delight, Caroline asked us to put out the chairs
in small crescents, rather than rows, as she wanted people to be able to get up and move whenever
they wanted. What a difference to the usual restricted rows! Immediately the room felt spacious and
the passive audience role was changed.
Caroline’s keynote was also a delight with images, information and movement, including some history
of the place we were in. Boudicca, and Harry Potter were evoked amongst others and we found that were
no longer sitting in an anonymous room but grounded in the history of the area and of the building.
My Environmental Constellations workshop followed on from the keynote and about 13 people attended,
none of whom had done a constellation before, although some had heard of the method. Facilitating
a workshop is like setting off on an adventure, this is particularly true when the workshop is brief and
the participants have no experience of the method; lots of anticipation and a feeling of risk.
In this one and half hour workshop we had time for two experiences; the first was in pairs or groups
of 3 to constellate a question or a relationship with a member of another species or a favourite place in
nature. I dashed about checking on how each pair was doing and was delighted (that word again!) to
discover how easily each and everyone took to the process. The amazement and wonder I came across
at what they were experiencing and discovering, was mirrored in my own amazement at how quickly
everyone understood what they were doing and entered into the process, I realised that as Dance and
Movement Therapists, the participants were tuned into and skilled in awareness of what was happening
in their body and therefore took to the method without fear or blocking.
We then did a constellation which involved the whole group, the issue was:
‘ What is happening to the bees, why are they in decline?’ Participants took to the method with
commitment and a couple of moments in the constellation particularly stay with me, in particular the
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surprised enquiry from the person representing pesticides as to how long pesticides lived in the soil,
as she was feeling toxic. She had the sense that pesticides had a long life, which was not something
she had previously considered. Someone pointed out that land has to be free of pesticides for seven
years before it can gain organic status. This highlighted for me once again how representatives acquire
knowledge of what they are representing.
The constellation moved through many stages, representatives finding different relationships with each
other until one by one each person came to stand still, their representative energy expressed, finally
we were left with only two, a bee and an apple tree and we all watched the love story of bee and apple
tree complete their dance.
A constellation is always a moving dialogue between the representatives, participants have remarkable
bodily experiences, gain knowledge and surprising insights, on this September afternoon it was also
a form of dance.
A delight………
If you would like more information about Environmental Constellations, you can go to my website,
environmentalconstellations.com
Zita has been practicing as a Psychotherapist since 1988. After training in Family Constellations
in 1999 she had the inspiration to combine her interest in Eco psychology, environmental issues
and Constellations by developing Environmental Constellations. Zita works with trauma (EMDR)
and hypnotherapy as well as constellations and has a private practice in both Gloucestershire and
London.
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Caring Enough to Think
About the Training:
Using ideas and inspiration from DMP to develop effective
training for the Care profession
Rosalind Howell
In this article I make some observations about recent negative media coverage of aspects of the caring
professions and the subsequent call for staff to have more training. I then offer some thoughts on
my experience of being given training as a care worker with children and young people. I use some
anecdotal evidence from those in more senior roles about staff dynamics and training opportunities
within residential schools to link this to relevant literature. I then describe some of the elements of a
training I gave to a group of care workers at a residential special school and suggest how ideas and
ways of working inspired by DMP practice might be useful in providing good quality and effective
staff training that raises standards and expectations within the care profession.
Care in the public eye
At the time of writing there have been several months of intense public interest and media scrutiny
on certain parts of the caring professions. There have been revelations of poor practice at several care
homes, and more recently a damning report on the care of elderly people at some NHS hospitals.
I have been struck particularly by the language used by broadcasters and commentators to describe the
public reaction to these reports. The words ‘inhumane’ and ‘inhumanity’ have been used repeatedly to
describe the character and behaviour of some people working in hospitals and other institutions. Whilst
the reports undoubtedly described incidents that are shocking in their poor practice, the comments also
seemed to reveal extremely high expectations of those who work in the caring professions. They are, or
ought to be, selfless angels with unlimited capacity to give, following a vocation to care for others with
no needs of their own. Failure to live up to these expectations results in a sharp fall, not on a charge
of simple unprofessionalism but of inhumanity. Angels, as we know are of course inhuman too...
Many people, commentating on these different situations have called for staff to be given more
training. What has not been discussed as much however, is the kind of training that would actually
further develop care staff’s inter-personal skills within their professional environment and how that
might best be delivered.
My Sense of the Current Training Situation within Residential Schools
My experience of receiving training as a care worker within residential schools was of the predominance
of statutory training (for example child protection updates, fire safety, food hygiene) and a lack of other
opportunities that allowed individuals and teams to deepen their understanding of work practice. When
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referring to her study of nursing training, Isabel Menzies Lyth (1960) noted that training was restricted
to teaching facts and techniques and little or no time was spent on developing personal maturation
within the profession. She suggested that there was an implicit belief that maturity and professionalism
could not be taught and were either inherent in people or not (p450).
My experience of receiving training on specific techniques such as how to safely and appropriately
restrain a young person, was that it gave some temporary feelings of relief and increase in control
(now I know what to do and when) but didn’t address a general feeling of discomfort among some
staff that the responsibility that went with restraining was large and they feared that they might cause
some harm or be harmed in the process.
I wonder if such issues are felt to be too overwhelming and unthinkable for organisations or whether
it is common to feel that care workers would not be capable of thinking about and working through
the complexities and ambiguities of such an issue. A parallel with Menzies Lythe’s (1960) observation
here seems appropriate that the nursing staff in her study were actively discouraged by the culture
and it’s systems to make personal decisions. Instead, individual roles were broken down into ‘tasks
lists’. She suggested the aim of this was to reduce the risk of mistakes and the chance that staff were
left at any point without something to do. It also eliminated, however, the need for staff to think for
themselves and take personal responsibility (p446). This can sometimes be seen in care work in the
form of detailed descriptions of the care workers ‘routine’, i.e. that each shift is broken down into
what to do at each time of the day.
Extremes of staff turnover can be striking in care establishments both when it is excessively high, such
as when institutions are overly reliant on agency staff but also when it is very low. Managers I spoke
to were often struck by staff that stayed at the institution for many years and seemed to feel frustration
with them that they were sometimes ‘stuck in their ways’. Menzies Lyth (1960) noted a high staff
turnover in student nurses as they quickly became frustrated with the low level of tasks expected of
them (p451). This may account for some experienced and skilled care staff staying as agency workers
and being unwilling to take up permanent positions. Perhaps, however, low staff turnover is also
symptomatic of these low expectations. After many years of under developing their capacities some
staff could come to feel de-skilled and unconfident about coping with the demands of a different job
in a different setting. Alternatively, Valerie Sinason (1999) suggests that low staff turnover can in part
be due to an unconscious feeling of guilt about leaving clients who cannot themselves choose to leave
and must remain institutionalised (P450).
Menzies Lyth (1960) also noted that another result of staff working below their capabilities can be
that tasks are delegated upwards and senior staff then become overburdened (p449). One manager
commented that she often took on some tasks that could have been carried out by those she managed
as she felt she could not rely on her team to do them. Menzies Lyth (1960) observes that a culture of
perfectionism that is intolerant of the idea of mistakes is common in such institutions as the role of
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a nurse (or care worker) can evoke a strong sense of responsibility. She also noted the heavy burden
that this sense of responsibility created in staff also resulted in them abandoning it completely at times
(p447). Within the care work setting I have observed (and heard stories of) instances of a lack of
appropriate boundaries between staff members at work. I have also witnessed rule breaking behaviour
that sometimes resulted in staff being ‘caught out’ like naughty children and sanctioned.
This suggests to me that there is a gap in current training provision for care workers that encourages
reflective thinking, develops self awareness and leads to a genuine professional development that could
also result in the development of the profession as a whole.
Aspects of a Training- Improving Our Observation Skills
I recently delivered a day’s training to a small group of care staff at a residential Special School. The
focus was on paying attention and improving our observation skills and part of the way we attempted
to do that was to practice observing, in different ways, ourselves and our environment. My aim was
that it might not only improve the participants’ capacity to observe more closely the young people they
worked with, but that it might also develop more awareness around the dynamic relationship between
ourselves, our clients and the wider environment.
I suggested to the participants that our capacity to pay attention was like a muscle that needed regular
exercise. I hoped that by using this analogy I was not only preparing the group for the experiential
nature of the days training but also introducing the idea that one way to explore ideas was through
bodily experience.
We begun with a warm up of standing in a circle and tried putting our attention on individual body parts
by moving them, visualising them, or looking at that body part on the person opposite us, whichever
seemed to help.
As Menzies Lyth (1960) said that there is often no focus on the care professional herself within training
as she is not seen to have a potential for growth and change. I would also suggest that for the care
worker to focus on herself can also be seen as inappropriate and take away attention that should be
only on the client. Katya Bloom (2006) suggests that we not only observe more of our clients when
we are anchored in our own bodies and aware of our own thoughts, feelings and bodily sensations but
we also respond better to them as a result. This is part of what she calls an ‘embodied attentiveness’
and suggests we may think of it as a ‘new way of observing’ (p83).
Using ideas from DMP to develop specific skills
Manager’s I spoke to expressed frustration at the difficulty some care staff had in taking a broader
perspective to work issues and struggled to see the complexity in some situations. My own experience
as a care worker was that there was little opportunity or encouragement to practice or develop these
skills within the kinds of trainings that were offered.
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In the training I delivered we looked at the different skills needed to address a work task such as
managing challenging behaviour. I gave the example of a confrontation between two pupils that appeared
to be escalating and getting more violent. On the one hand we discussed how it was necessary to deal
with the situation immediately by making it safe and stopping further escalation. We then discussed
how then it would be important to think about, perhaps in a team why, this particular young person
was getting into more and more similar situations and to think about what might be going on for them
(at school, at home, in their development, for example) that could be impacting on this. These two
responses are both important yet require quite different skills. We need to be able to firstly focus on
the here and now and respond calmly yet quickly, and secondly to think widely around an issue and
to acknowledge its complexities and the lack of simple solutions.

I named these two ways of thinking ‘mouse’ and ‘eagle’ thinking and we looked at photographs of
these two animals and imagined what their different perspectives might be imagining they lived in the
same area. Some participants had strong feelings about which perspectives they identified with and the
strengths and weaknesses of each one. A woman said she felt the mouse was very vulnerable because
he could not see danger coming from far away. A man said he worried that the eagle would not be
able to feed himself as he was far away from food and might not get there quick enough. The group
then discussed how each animal’s behaviour or skills had pros and cons and that in their job both were
needed and the ability to move between them when necessary was important but also difficult.
We then explored how it felt to experience from both a mouse and an eagle perspective. We did this
by writing and movement exercises. I asked the participants to do some short timed writing exercises
each with a different focus. In one they focussed on an object in the room and wrote only what they
noticed about it, they did the same but added any thoughts or feelings they had about this object. In
another they tried to broaden their awareness to include as much as they could about what they were
aware of in the room using all their senses and noting thoughts feelings and bodily sensations. We
also experimented with closing eyes and writing what was noticed when this very dominant sense
was removed. I also asked the group to try moving around the room, firstly whilst keeping their eyes
on one object in the room and then broadening their awareness to include as much as possible and
back again to the one object. Afterwards we talked about how it felt not just to do each element of the
activities but also to move between them.
In their feedback forms group members said they liked how the day was paced due to the variety of
activities. They enjoyed the time spent alone writing as well as the chance to move around, go out of
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the ‘classroom’ as well as the discussion. The majority said they felt it would help them observe the
young people in their care more effectively and enable them to think about how they were doing that
observing.
Why ideas from DMP are particularly suited to help develop these skills.
What I have drawn from my DMP training is not simply the powerful effect of exploring ideas, thoughts
and feelings through movement. It is also the myriad of tools we can use to increase our capacity to
think and reflect. My own experience has shown me that activities such as spending time contemplating
an image and seeing what associations come to mind or spending time quietly writing and then sharing
part of this with another person, can both offer up surprising insights that might not have been so easily
available. When time is then made to link these to work situations there is an opportunity to establish
new ways of thinking through work situations in the future.
In the training I gave I found that these creative ways of working provoked thoughtful, intelligent and
sensitive insights from the participants into their own work experience and the possible experiences
of the young people they worked with. Their responses exceeded the expectations I had come with
following a discussion about the group with the manager who was concerned that there would be
resistance to anything too new that I might suggest they try. This suggested to me that I had unthinkingly
got caught up in a feeling of a lack of staff capability and the impossibility of change. Expressed by
the manager it may have revealed some ingrained dynamics in the institution.
Conclusions: Future possibilities
Whilst the care managers I spoke to wanted to primarily develop the ‘eagle’ thinking, and felt it lacking
in their staff in fact the infrastructures within care settings can be actively discouraging this through
their disciplinary systems. Lapses in ‘mouse thinking’ such as mistakes in administering medication
or writing risk assessments would be officially ‘punished’ whereas there was often no reward or
sanction for breadth of thinking or lack of it. This is perhaps reflected in the culture at large where
professionally the ability to think broadly is rewarded with money and professional status whereas
the role of focussing on the accumulation of details is ascribed to lesser professional roles. Even the
names ‘mouse’ and ‘eagle’ reflect the grandness or lack of implied in each mode of thinking.
The managers I spoke to at times expressed frustration at the lack of discernible change and development
within their staff team dynamic despite their best efforts and regular training. Menzies Lyth (1960)
suggests that such a failure to create change within institutional culture may in part be due to a lack of
thought and attention to the anxieties and defences of its social system (P461). This to me points to the
real value of training that encourages reflective and reflexive thinking in staff and can perhaps address
in a manageable way some of the defences institutions can develop that hinder them in their work.
One way to develop this work further might be to offer ongoing training groups for care staff. Jackson
(2002) describes the value felt by a school to a Tavistock model based work study group he ran there.
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Meeting regularly over a year a group of staff members took it in turns to present an incident in their
work they had found challenging. The group were then encouraged to reflect on this incident, and
consider some of the wider influences impacting on what happened and why. In this way the staff
gained a deeper understanding of the dynamics affecting staff and young people at their institution.
He suggests that such groups have the potential to increase professional and personal development
within staff and create a more open and trusting culture where difficulties and dilemmas can be shared
confidently and worked through.
I wonder if a DMP-inspired model of an ongoing training group might be developed that is effective and
more appropriate to the care profession that is not reliant on just verbal skills. Traditionally, entry into
the care profession has not required any academic skills and the profession does not have mandatory
and universally respected qualifications. In institutions such as schools, this can impact on care workers
not feeling their contributions are valued as much as say, teachers or other professionals.
DMP’s know the value of using images, writing, bodily felt sensations as well as talking, as keys to
unlock thinking, reflecting, and processing information. A one off or ongoing training that makes use
of these tools in experiential activities may better respond to the potentially different learning styles of
staff. Care staff may not always have confidence in their ability to think and reflect, especially when
faced with traditional verbally delivered training. This alternative approach may help increase their
confidence in their own abilities, and encourage them reflect on and learn from the difficulties inherent
in working with vulnerable children and young people.
Rosalind Howell set up www.thinkingaboutchildren.org to encourage reflective thinking amongst
individuals and organisations that work with children and young people. rosalindhowell@hotmail.
com
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Walk of Life Workshops & Training
in non-stylised and environmental movement
with Helen Poynor RDMP, RSMTsm (ISMETA)
Extend your movement experience and refresh your professional practice
moving on the Devon/Dorset coast. New training group starts autumn 2012.
Movement therapy and professional mentoring/supervision available.
01297 20624 for 2012 workshop programme www.walkoflife.co.uk
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Create Your Own Work

Saturday 3rd March 2012
A one-day workshop
led by Tasha Colbert SRDMP and Céline Butté SRDMP
This is an opportunity to develop the skills, knowledge and
confidence to create and deliver your own projects. This
workshop will be of particular interest to Arts Therapists and
Creative Arts Practitioners.
Drawing on nine years’ experience of running a successful organisation
delivering creative projects to children and adults, we will be looking at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visioning a project
Setting up a voluntary organisation
Researching national and local target groups
Applying for funding
Recruiting volunteers
Marketing and publicity
Delivering the project

This will be an enjoyable, experiential and practical day, where we will explore
ways of using your artistic and / or your therapeutic skills to design and deliver
exciting and creative projects.
Time: 10:30am – 4:30pm
Cost £65 / £55 concession
Location: Nuevo Studio, Croydon. 30 minutes journey from Central
London.
To book, call 07947074507 or email info@heartofmovement.com
by 20th January 2012. Places are limited so book early to avoid
disappointment.
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Therapists and Supervisors
Dr Beatrice Allegranti SrDMT, MA DMT
Offers individual and group supervision integrating Feminist
and Dreambody Approaches. CPD short courses also
available. Visit www.embodiedpractice.co.uk
Contact b.allegranti@roehampton.ac.uk or
call 0208 392 3377.
Sara Bannerman-Haig SrDMT
North London
Tel: 07977109699
sara_haig@hotmail.com
Dawn Batcup, SrDMT
Offers supervision or DMT in South London using a
psychodynamic perspective. Dawn’s experience is in mental
health across the various specialisms, including Forensics.
Contact: dawn.batcup@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk or
Tel. 0208 682 6236
Catherine Beuzeboc, SRDMT
Offers individual sessions in movement psychotherapy and
supervision in North London NW5. Existential / Humanistic
orientation.
Tel: 0207 267 6253 or email: c.beuzeboc@btinternet.com
Penelope Best SrDMT
Offers individual and group creative process oriented
supervision and consultation sessions in East London and east
midlands (Milton Keynes). Contact: pbestworks@aol.com
Katya Bloom, SrDMT, CMA, MA, PhD
Offers individual movement therapy and supervision in North
London.
Contact: kbloom@talk21.com
Celine Butte SrDMP
offers individual and group dance movement psychotherapy
and supervision, speaks fluent French and English; she is
based in Croydon, CR2
Contact: cel_butte@yahoo.co.uk
Natasha Colbert, SrDMT
Offers supervision and individual movement psychotherapy
in West London, W11. Sliding scale available.
Contact: tasha_colbert@yahoo.co.uk or
Tel: 0207 229 3883
Sue Curtis, SrDMT
Available in South East London for supervision, training or
workshops. Sue specialises in all aspects of work with children
and young people.
Contact: Tel: 0208 244 0968 or suecurtisdmt@ntlworld.com

Ellen Emmet, MA, CMA, SrRDMT
Shropshire, London
Individual and group DMT, Supervision
Authentic Movement-Transpersonal perspective
Visit www.ellenemmet.com
Contact ellenemmet@hotmail.com or 07791622703
Yeva Feldman, SrDMT, MSc, Gestalt Therapist in
advanced training
Offers supervision (individual and group) in South West
London and professional development workshops.
Contact: Tel: 07958 610234, email:
yeva.rob@gogglemail.com
Tracey French MA SrDMP
Offering supervision (especially those working with
adolescent client groups), and individual Dance Movement
Psychotherapy. London based.
Contact: traceyfrenchdmt@yahoo.com
Tel: 07760175756
Caroline Frizell, MA, SrRDMT, Dip. Supervision SAP
North London and Totnes, Devon. Individual DMP,
Supervision and training, with particular reference to
disability, inclusion and ecopsychology. Working with the
earth in mind.
Contact: frizarm@btinternet.com Tel: 07950 6861797
Maria Garcia, Psychologist, MA DMP, SrDMP, PGCE
North and Central London
+44(0)7966328522
garciam@richmond.ac.uk
www.dancemovementpsychotherapy.com
Private practice and clinical supervision. Ten years of clinical
experience in NHS and Private Mental Health institutions.
Adolescents, adults and older adults. Mood and Psychotic
disorders, Eating disorders, Dementia, and Personality
disorders. Integrative approach in DMP.
English and Spanish
Dr. Eila Goldhahn SrDMP, BA Hons, Theatre in a Social
Context, Cert. Couns., Cert. Creative Arts. I am currently
available for supervisions held in Germany (near Frankfurt)
and in London (NW).
Information on seminars and research on www.eilagoldhahn.co.uk
Gerry Harrison MA SrDMP – available for supervision,
especially for those working in psychiatric settings. Also
for individual DMP in SW London.
Contact: gerryharri@hotmail.com or 07977 094 789

Juliet Diener MA SRDMP
Offers individual/ group therapy and supervision in NW or SE
London . Working using an integrative model with experience
in both Mental Health and Educational settings.
Contact: juliet@icandance.co.uk 07931 533 955
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Linda Hartley, MA, SrDMT, BMCA, RMT, UKCP
Offers personal therapy, integrating Authentic Movement,
Body-Mind Centering and a transpersonal and body-oriented
approach to Psychotherapy. Supervision available in and
Cambridge and Norwich.
Contact: Tel: 01799 502143 or email:
Linda@lindahartley.co.uk www.lindahartley.co.uk
Jill Hayes PhD MA SrDMP
Offering supervision and individual dance movement
psychotherapy. Based in Barnham, West Sussex, 1 hour and
40 minutes from London Victoria.
Contact: j.hayes@chi.ac.uk
Tel: 07587152526
Sarah Holden, BA hons, IGA, UKCP
offers individual and group movement psychotherapy,
supervision. South London.
Contact: tel 07956208276 or
sarahholden@movementpsychotherapist.com
Martina Isecke SrDMT, Dance Artist, Psychologist
Creative coaching and dance holidays at Lanzarote, Canary
Islands, Spain. Offers supervision, DMT workshops, dance
tuition.
Contact: Tel: 0034 6805 88728 or e-mail:
tinaise@yahoo.co.uk, www.martinadance.com
Fran Lavendel, MA, SrDMP, BMCA, RSMT
Edinburgh, Penicuik, Scotland
Personal movement psychotherapy and supervision,
incorporating Authentic Movement and somatic awareness.
Ongoing Authentic Movement groups and training.
Contact: Tel: 01968 676461 or email: lavendelmaclean@
ednet.co.uk, www.franlavendel.com
Aleka Loutsis MA, SrDMP & RD
Supervision and Therapy in West London. Experience
in Mental Health including Forensic Services, Profound
Learning Disabilities and Children with Special Needs.
Special interest in the effects of developmental trauma and
the embodied expression of this. Extensive experience in
teaching training therapists and workshop facilitator.
email: alekaloutsis@yahoo.co.uk mob: 07870 650 495
Jeanette MacDonald, SrDMT, ARAD
Offers individual therapy and clinical supervision in London
and Exeter. Also available for Advanced/Professional Dance
workshops and private coaching. Contact: Tel: 01392 873683
or email: info@exedance.demon.co.uk
Bonnie Meekums, PhD, Lecturer
University of Leeds,
School of Healthcare,
Baines Wing
LS2 9JT
0113 343 9414
b.meekums@leeds.ac.uk
http://leeds.academia.edu/BonnieMeekums
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Alyson Nehren MA, DTR, CMA, RSMT/E, SrDMT
Distance supervision online or landline (at no telephone
charge to you). Specialization in somatic and developmental
approaches to Dance Movement Therapy. Integrating Laban
Movement Analysis (LMA), Bartenieff Fundamentalssm (BF)
and aspects of Body-Mind Centering®. Payment accepted
via secure server.
Contact: anehrensomatx@yahoo.com
Nina Papadopoulos, SrDMT
Is available for individual DMT and supervision in East
London.
Tel 020 85563180 or email: ninadmt@yahoo.com
Annie Parry MA, SrDMP
Advanced EFT/Matrix practitioner, Spiritual director and
Retreat facilitator.
Provides; Supervision and consultation; personal therapy,
growth and transformative process. Offers an integrative
approach, 25yrs experience, 10yrs NHS, now based in
Droitwich Spa (M5 J5, or 4 mins walk from the station),
Mobile 07985 783425 or annie.present@talktalk.net
Professor Helen Payne, PhD, UKCP accredited
psychotherapist since 1990; Fellow and Snr Reg movement
psychotherapist offers clinical supervision, psychotherapy
(group and individual) using movement and words, and
practice-based research consultancy, Baldock, North
Hertfordshire. CPD accredited by the University of
Hertfordshire ‘Exploring the Mind in the Body: Authentic
Movement’ M level - Diploma in Professional Development.
Tel: 01763 288592 H.L.Payne@herts.ac.uk
Kedzie Penfield, SrDMT, UKCP, BCP, BC-DMT, CMA
Work in central Edinburgh offering individual and group
movement psychotherapy, supervision, Laban Movement
Analysis coaching and Bartenieff body work. www.
kedziepenfield.co.uk
Athena Pikis SrDMT.
Offers individual and group DMT and Counselling Sessions
and Workshops in her country Cyprus. Also available for
supervision.
Contact: Tel: (00357)22518765, (00357)99543461,
address: 6 Kilkis Street, Flat 21, 1086 Nicosia, or email:
athenapiki@hotmail.com
Helen Poynor RDMT, RSMT (ISMETA)
Individual movement therapy and supervision Devon/Dorset
borders. Walk of Life Training and Workshops in non-stylised
and Environmental Movement. Halprin trained.
01297 20624 www.walkoflife.co.uk.
Sandra Reeve SrDMT
Individual movement therapy and supervision in Dorset
and Ireland. Move into Life workshops for personal and
professional development through movement.
Contact: Tel: 01297 560511 www.moveintolife.co.uk
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Susan Scarth MCAT, SrDMP, CMA
Private practice in central Edinburgh offering group and
individual DMP. Specialist interest and experience in PTSD
and childhood trauma. Movement Supervision offered to
professionals and students of counselling, psychotherapy and
the arts therapies. Visit Susanʼs website: www.scarthdmp.
com for more information, location and contact form.
Mobile: 07962814630
Annette Schwalbe
Nathaniels Barton,
The Bartons,
Coleford,
Somerset BA3 5NB
Phone: 01373 812091, 07598937204
e-mail: annette_schwalbe@yahoo.com
Individual sessions and supervision in Bristol and Coleford.
Body and Movement centred Psychotherapy.Informed by
Jungian Depth Psychology and Authentic Movement.
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Rosa Shreeves SrDMT, Dance Artist
Offers individual therapy, supervision, choreography and
consultancy in West London.
Contact: Tel. 0208 995 5904 or
email: rosashreeves@talktalk.net
Dr. Allison Singer PhD, MMus, PGDip, SRDMP, RDTh
Drama and Dance Movement Psychotherapist, Clinical
Supervisor, Dance Anthropologist, Lecturer.
Moving Melody
York, London
Tel: 01904 630853/07793 819825
Individual and small group Dance Movement
Psychotherapy, Clinical Supervision, Professional Training.
Jungian, humanistic, integrative approach.
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